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LESSON 21

THE TWELFTH PATH

'The 12th Path is the Intelligence of transparency, because

it is that species of magnificence called Chazchazit (seership)

the place whence issues the vision of those seeing apparitions .'

The Yetziraic text relates to a place or position where one

sees beyond the usual physical d psychic limitation. it

relates to the psychic aspect of the self developed enough to see

the inner workings of the astral planes . Since this Path leads

Kether it shows the luminosity of this divine brilliance (in

reflection), but enough of the presence of the divine can be felt

and even glimpsed with our overt senses that the mortal bound-

aries are cast aside . So that our true will guides us in our

search

	

the unification this is not seership in the general

sense but a magnificent intuitive and emotional experience

the divine bliss of the real Self . It is here that one perceives,

through various diverse means the perceptions of another dimen-

sion. To an extent, one becomes the receptor of various thought

modes emanating from our own higher genius which has permitted

this particular line of communication .

The Hebrew letter associated to this Path is Beth . Fabre

d'Olivet says that this letter when utilised as a consonant,

belongs to the labial sound . As an abstract image it represents

the mouth of man, his dwelling, his interior . As a grammatical



sign, it

integral and

is the paternal and in nature acts as a virile sign,

that

	

interior and active action .

	

In Hebrew, it

	

the

indicates article expression in nouns or action .

Beth has almost the same indicative movement as the extractive

letter Mem, but with more force and without any extraction or

division of parts .

Hebrew word for the letter Beth is BITh which has

value of 412 .

	

By Gematria we find ChDTh "new", YThB "to settle,

dwell" and ThAVH "longing . Since Beth means House the above

associations are easily applied to a new home. From an esoteric

standpoint Beth shows us something just built or completed, and

in turn relates back to the Tarot trump of the Magician, the

young adept .

The alchemical association here is the spirit Mercurius

which has "grown up from the previous state and now has

stability and strength .

	

In this, its secondary state Mercurius

is

	

completed component part . That in turn can either

extracted from or added to the experiment,

spiritual quality . For within its divine seed Mercury here will

in turn now transmute to another level of refinement so that it

can re-emerge with other aspects of itself .

The Tarot trump applied here is the Magician . The grown up

child portrayed in the Fool who stands before the altar (of the

universe) and gazes at his elements and meditates before

them.

	

This i

	

the card of practical ritual magic .

	

His body

giving it an elusive

using
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outline hat, and his tunic show the Caduceus as also portrayed

on his clothing, showing an extremely stable state coming from

both externally and internally . It is a symbol of Divine Power

about to be put into practical use through the science of magic .

The virtue of this Path is reason and shows the ability to

rationalise abstract concepts and put them into practical use .

This uses the faculty of the mind, the will to rationalise the

new modes of thought and strength the adept will find on his

Path . It is the Path of direct action through application of the

higher mental faculties . This means that while on this Path the

true Will will be revealed, and followed by the higher aspects of

Self .

The vice of this Path i s falsification and relates t the

blindfold one puts on the self (both conscious and unconsciously)

so the true will is blocked and the aspects of the self are

aimlessly indulged, which is a scattering and waste of energies .

It is here that one lacks direction and the intellect suffers due

lack of consolidation and desperately tries to latch onto any

mode that will give it additional stimuli .

suffers also because its main functions are blocked and those

emanations that do get through are wasted on trivia.

The magical powers or spiritual experience of this Path are

the miracles of hearing which show direct auric control

	

the

aura,

those who are ill .

	

The gift of tongues relates

The spiritual side

t

counterbalance the negative blockages in the aura of

automatic



communication with those energies on the astral plane . This

oPens the channels up with the higher self to direct the know-

ledge sciences not yet known to man . It is here that one

begins to understand these things for the benefit of all mankind .

Egyptian gods this Path are both Thoth and

Cynocephalos . Thoth, as diety, has been explained in the

earlier lessons but his companion the Cynocephalos or dog headed

ape is little known .

	

Like Thoth he was skilled in

balanced the scales and reported the Judgement

Hermes is also associated here (as it was in

and using his flute to luli one of the giants to sleep

mathematics,

weights and measures.

	

I the Judgement Hall it was

	

who

back to Thoth .

Though his origins are pre Egyptian, it was the Cynocephalos who

did the actual weighing while Thoth recorded it which shows that

the Ape was the lower symbol of the two and is the opener of the

way. He was in some circles considered the lower aspect of Thoth

himself .

Aleph), but

here it relates to a different aspect of his nature and shows the

young god as a formidable opponent and wielder of pain . During

the war with the Titans we see Hermes using his skills in a

practical manner in helping Zeus obtain back his strength through

an operation of sorts, and using the invisible helmet of Hades

through

manipulation or vibration through musical notes. Here we have

Hermes the practical warrior an aspect portrayed in the

Magician .
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The magical weapon of this Path is the emblem or Lauren

the Caduceus. Unlike the Wand of the Caduceus which is applied

to the Sephira of Chesed the Lauren of the Caduceus works by

reflection and not by direct po.er though the application is

still a practical one . Nevertheless, this is also shown on the

tunic of the Magician in the Tarot Trump . The energies of the

Caduceus are thus controlled indirectly (through element weapons,

ritual etc . . The emblem blinds those who oppose balance and

harmony and gives strength and harmony to those who seek it -

through manipulation .

The legendary order of beings associated to this Path are

the Invisible Adepts . Those Magicians who control the destinies

of nations by subtle manipulations of the astral web . These are

those that are the so called Masters . They are in human form but

live many lifetimes and work directly with the

maintaining the karmic balances .

astral planes i n

One of the perfumes of this Path i s Mace, which i s derived

from the covering of a Nutmeg . As an aromatic it is considered a

carminative and alters the auric vibration so that it is more i n

empathy with Mercury . The yellowish quality of Nutmeg is but one

aspect of its Mercurial association as its effect on the user is

one of aiding concentration and memory . It effects the surround-

ing atmosphere (during ritual) by clearing away the negative

vibrations and opens up a channel to the operator with the astral

plane. White Sandal is an aromatic which stresses the warrior

side of the Mercurial nature and used in conjunction with Mace
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brings powerful magical effect to any ceremony . Mastic and

Storax are also Mercurial aromatics but they are of less density

than either Mace or White Sandal . Mastic is more for reconcilia-

tion while Storax is more a blank aromatic which can be used for

a number of reasons, such as separation, birth, destruction, ill

will and revenge . On its positive side it can be used for crea-

tive work in business.

A tincture from such plants as Wild Lettuce an ideal

association to this Path . The juice and leaves are made into a

tincture which has a number of effects such as a sedative, hypno-

tic, anodyne etc . It is used to help any nerve disorder . Its

effect on the aura though is amazing and links the patient very

deeply with the essence of the plant. Though this is a dangerous

drug its effects are powerful in tearing away the veils of

reality, which the individual must be prepared for . It can be

dried and smoked . Absinthe is another association worth

mentioning .

Agate is one of the precious stones of this Path .

	

Its

esoteric values show that it promotes excellent communication and

favourable disposition to the wearer, giving this individual

certain magnetism. Many old Magical texts cited Agate as a stone

that will guard the wearer against all dangers and t

all obstacles, as well as give courage . The Agate has yet to be

tested for its magnetic quality and its effect on the human aura .

If the ancients are correct these effects could be considerable .

As an amulet it is said to protect the wearer from spells and is

I
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Taphthartharath

also a symbol of authority .

Olympic Planetary Spirit is Ophiel . He is under the

Sovernorship of Mercury and has control of 100,000 legions and

easily gives familiar spirits . He teaches all the arts that are

related to Mercury and has the ability, through ritual alchemy,

to transmute quicksilver into the Philosophers Stone. Ophiel can

appear in a variety f forms and shapes (according to old

Grimores) but usually as a fair thick set man with amiable

speech .

Angel

	

Mercury is Raphael and its intelligence

called Tiriel .

	

As a diety Tiriel is possibly Persian in origin

and relates to determination (from the depths of the mind) .

is the Spirit of Mercury . Its name is derived

from the root TPTh meaning "a sign" or "example" . Another root

THR is also incorporated into the name which means "infusion" or

"distillation" or "the essence of" which is coupled with

determination .

Vervain is one of the plants of this Path and from a medi-

cinal viewpoint it is used as an expectorant for Bronchial prob-

lems and an antiperiodic for nerves .

	

It was also used as

protection against any form of witchcraft .

	

Another association

i

	

herb Mercury (Mercurialis Annua) which is green in colour and

has hairy leaves .

	

It is a dangerous herb but is used for

Rheumatism as well as being a purgative .



The Swallow is an association to this Path and is in fact

dual association (to Venus) . It shows time, the beginning and of
the end and is often ref erred to as the herald of spring and as,,

	

'

such has links to Hermes as Herald of the Gods .

	

The Ibis is yet

another association and is related to Thoth who is often shown

	

∎
wearing the head of an Ibis, as it was believed that he hovered

over the people of Egypt and instructed them while in this form .

The Ape is of course yet another association of Thoth .

The Hindu association to this Path is Rama who is usually

depicted with a bow and arrow (mind and will) . He is considered

by some to be the final incarnation, the perfected man . One of

his other attributes is the challenge, which he dearly loves,

especially of a mental nature . He is married to Sita (his intel-

lectual counterpart) which shows as an abstract concept the

perfection 4 the intellect .

	

One of the Rama's servants is

Hanuman,

as Justice .

the Monkey diety, a symbol of Will and cunning as well

q
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YETZIRATIC TEXT :

HEBREW LETTER :

TAROT :

EGYPTIAN DIETY :

GREEK DIETY :

ROMAN DIETY :

PLANET :

MAGICAL WEAPON :

VIRTUE:

.VICE :

MAGICAL ATTAINMENT:

MINERAL DRUG:

VEGETABLE DRUG :

INDIAN ASSOCIATION :

.GEMSTONE:

PLANT :

AROMATIC:

ORDER OF BEINGS :

OLYMPIC SPIRIT :

ANGEL - ARCH :

ANIMAL:

AS_--SQQ-II -AT-IQNS

INTELIGENCE OF TRANSPARENCY

BETH

THE MAGICIAN

THOTH

HERMES

MERCURY

MERCURY

CADUCEUS

REASON
S

FALCIFICATION

MIRACLES OF HEARING

MERCURY

TINCTURE OF WILD LETTUCE

RAMA

AGATE

VERVAIN

MACE, STORAX, MASTIC

INVISIBLE ADEPTS

OPHIEL

RAPHAEL

SWALLOW, IBIS, APE
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